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The secrets of an ancient power are revealed and a ghost from humanity’s past returns.Tensions
amongst the six realms are running high as the galaxy witnesses the overwhelming might of the
Sa’Nerra armada. The Quarr race are facing defeat, and no-one wants to be next. Desperate to
find a way to unite the realms against the Sa’Nerra, Commander Reeves and his team take the
warship Invictus on a quest to learn about the mysterious and ancient Progenitors – the puppet
masters manipulating the war.With threats from the Sa’Nerran Imperator and the New Earth
Movement looming over him at every turn, Reeves is still struggling to embrace his legacy and
temper the darkness inside him. But with the six realms focusing on diplomacy, Reeves chooses
to take action.Reaching the Progenitor planet, they make a terrifying discovery that changes
everything - the Sa’Nerra are the not the only threat the six realms face. A ghost from humanity’s
past has been waiting in the shadows, and together with the might of the Sa’Nerra, they could be
unstoppable.Only a united force could possibly stand against their new, combined enemy. But in
order to forge an alliance between the realms, Reeves must show the ambassadors of Concord
Station the mortal threat that awaits them.But with his adversaries closing in, can Reeves
escape the Progenitor world and return to Concord with the crucial evidence he needs? As with
his ancestors before him, the fate of the galaxy now rests in his hands.Descendants of War is a
new sci-fi action-adventure series set in a vivid, multi-species universe. It’s filled with danger,
intrigue and drama played out against the tense backdrop of a looming war versus an ancient
and bitter enemy. If you like Babylon 5 and Deep Space 9, this could be the series you’ve been
waiting for.

About the AuthorJaQuavis Coleman is one half of the New York Times bestselling duo Ashley &
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sounded and suddenly Commander Dalton Reeves found himself bathed in the crimson hue of
Concord Station’s red alert lights. Heart-rate spiking, Reeves threw down his computer pad and
stormed out of his ready room onto the deck of the CIC.“Shut off that damned noise,” Reeves
called out to Lieutenant Stas Rosca at the primary tactical station, “and tell me what the hell is
going on.”“Quarr rebels, that’s what is going on,” replied Major Katee Kane. She was at the
situation table behind the main command console, studying the holographic images of eight
vessels circling around Concord Station, pummeling the massive space city’s shields with
plasma weapons. “We’re under attack from three modified light freighters and three medium
transport shuttles, all retrofitted with heavy cannons.”Reeves approached the situation table and
studied the tactical display. In the four weeks since Reeves and Kane had returned from Thrace
Colony with the Invictus, the conflict between the Quarr and the Sa’Nerra had gone from bad to
worse. The proud and stubborn Quarr Empire had made the brave, if foolish, mistake of taking
on the Sa’Nerra single-handed, and were already paying a heavy price. An additional five Quarr
planets had been annexed by the belligerent warrior race, and this time the Sa’Nerra were
showing no mercy. Reports were sketchy, but the death toll was already in the tens of millions
and showed no signs of slowing.“You’d think these rebels would focus on joining forces with their
own military, rather than taking pot-shots at us,” Reeves said, as more plasma blasts thumped



into the station’s shields.“They know the Imperator is here,” Kane replied, sounding less than her
usual chipper self. “The rebel ships are focusing fire on the embassy district in zone four.”Reeves
cursed. “Killing the Imperator won’t stop the Sa’Nerra,” he said, shaking his head at the
pointlessness of the rebel tactics.“They’re desperate, Dalton,” replied Kane, looking at Reeves
with somber and reflective eyes. “To be honest, I don’t blame them for trying.”Reeves sighed and
nodded. The truth was he didn’t blame the Quarr rebels for trying to take out the Sa’Nerran
military leader. However, he couldn’t allow them to attack Concord Station and endanger its
inhabitants, which meant he had an unpleasant duty to perform.“Lieutenant Rosca, target the
rebel ships and open fire,” Reeves said, turning away from the situation table and heading
toward the command station. “If you can get away with just giving them a bloody nose, do so. So
long as they leave.”“Aye, sir,” the Skemm tactical officer replied. “And if they do not
leave?”Rosca’s tone, as ever, was mysterious and borderline sinister. Reeves glanced at the
officer, unable to see the man’s marble-sized eyes, which were cast into shadow underneath
Rosca’s pronounced, permanently furrowed brow.“If they don’t take the hint then destroy them,”
Reeves said, stating the matter as unambiguously as possible. “But let’s hope they bug out
first.”“Aye, sir,” replied Rosca, while setting to work on the order. “Though, they are Quarr. Retreat
is not in their nature,” the Skemm added, with a philosophical air.Major Kane joined Reeves at
the command console then activated the holo viewscreen at the front of the CIC. The image
flickered into life and Reeves saw the rebel ships continuing to swoop and dive, while firing their
weapons at zone four of Concord Station. He checked the damage control readout and noted
that their shields were holding strong. The modified transport ships simply lacked the punch to
penetrate their defenses, but what the Quarr rebels lacked in firepower, they more than made up
for in zeal and courage. Reeves respected them, despite knowing that their endeavors were
ultimately futile.“Commander, our targeting systems are struggling to effectively track the rebel
vessels,” Lieutenant Rosca called out, causing Reeves to scowl in the Skemm’s direction. “The
defense platform was designed to repel attacks from larger combat vessels, and these modified
light transports are simply too small and too agile.”Reeves cursed again, and turned to
Lieutenant Harpax Curio. His Eyrhu operations officer was watching him attentively, as
usual.“Lieutenant Curio, work with Chief Raspe to upgrade our targeting systems,” Reeves
called over to Curio. “I want them to be so precise that we can blast a gnat out of the ether at a
thousand meters.”“Yes, sir,” Curio replied, though the officer appeared more than a little
confused by the order. “But, what is a gnat, sir?”“Something small and annoying,” Reeves
replied, resisting the urge to draw a comparison between the irritating insects and his fidgety
operations officer.“Yes, sir, right away,” Curio replied, appearing only moderately less
consternated. “Though these modifications will take time, and will not assist with our current
predicament.”“That’s why I’m going to deal with these rebels ship-to-ship,” Reeves said, turning
on his heels and marching toward the main egress. “Major Kane, scramble the Abyss Squadron
and tell Captain Rush to wait for me. I’m going out there with him.”“Is it worth me bothering trying
to talk you out of this?” Kane replied, scowling at Reeves as he strutted toward the exit.“No,”



Reeves replied, frankly.“And I don’t suppose I can convince you to let me tag along?” Kane
called out, having to raise her voice because Reeves was already almost at the door.“No, but I
think I can handle a few Quarr rebels,” Reeves said, a little affronted that Kane was offering to
babysit him, like he was a rookie pilot. “Just keep an eye on that Sa’Nerran Battlecruiser out
there, and let me know at once if it enters our perimeter of authority.”“Great, so I’ll just sit on my
hands while you have all the fun?” Kane complained.Reeves hit the button to open the door then
glanced back at his XO, smiling. “Got it in one, Major. The CIC is yours.”Reeves heard Kane utter
a string of curses as he stepped out of the command center, but he let them slide. He knew it
was selfish, and frankly irresponsible for him to leave the CIC and take a Jinx Heavy Fighter out
into the action, but after the excitement of Thrace Colony, the last four weeks had bored him to
tears. He was craving some action, and the rebel attack was exactly the excuse he
needed.Riding the internal conveyor system to Fighter Bay One in zone six, Reeves ran onto the
deck and found Captain Jesse Rush waiting for him. His CAG was holding a flight suit and
helmet.“Good to have you with us, sir,” said Rush, waiting for Reeves to remove his tunic before
passing him the flight suit. “Tank and Sparks are already in the launch tubes, primed and
ready.”“Let’s make short work of these rebels, Captain,” said Reeves, zipping up the fight suit
then taking the helmet from his CAG. “I want to send a message to all the rebel factions that if
they attack Concord, they pay the price.”“Aye, sir, we’ll give them hell, alright,” Rush replied, as
the two officers paced toward the waiting Jinx-class Heavy Fighters.“I know you will, Captain,
good hunting,” Reeves said, peering up at Jinx-Four and admiring the elegant design of the
heavy fighters. The Jinx wasn’t just a stunning-looking ship – it was a killer too. The
personification of beauty and the beast.“I’ll see you out there,” replied Rush, throwing up a stiff
salute then hurriedly climbing the ladder leading to the cockpit of Jinx-One.Reeves also began
to climb, using his superior strength to haul himself up the rungs in double-quick time. Dropping
into the pilot’s seat, he pulled on his helmet then rushed though the pre-launch checks.“CIC this
is Commander Reeves in Jinx-Four,” Reeves said, over the comm-link. “I’m being loaded into the
launch tube now. What’s the status of the rebel squadron?”“The little bastards are still evading
our guns, sir,” Kane called back, the frustration evident in her voice. “We almost tagged one with
the beam cannon, but other than probably creating a stain in the rebel pilot’s pants, there was no
damage.”Reeves scrunched up his nose and tried not to picture the scene that Kane had so
crudely described. However, it was impossible not to think of a Quarr pilot soiling himself at the
sight of a beam cannon swinging past its ship.“Nice image, Major,” Reeves hit back, executing
the last of the launch checks. “Are the shields in zone four still holding up?”“So far, but the rebels
are being smart and focusing their fire on a specific section,” Kane replied. “I’ve already had
Ambassador Gruba on the comm, demanding that we take action.”Reeves snorted a laugh.
“He’s just concerned that some debris from the station might fall onto his luxury villa in
Paradise.”“I could disable the shield emitter covering that section, if you like?” Kane answered. “It
would be a tragic accident if Gruba’s house got destroyed by a rogue plasma blast.”Reeves
smiled. His XO had sounded suitably mischievous while making the suggestion, but he also



knew she wasn’t entirely kidding.“Just keep the shields up while I take care of these nuisances”
Reeves said, locking in the launch sequence.“Aye, sir, I’ll be in the CIC if you need me, spinning
around in your seat and twiddling my thumbs,” Kane replied, dialing up the snark another
notch.“You have my complete confidence, Major. Reeves out.” He terminated the transmission
before Kane could sneak in another sarcastic comment, then switched to the squadron
channel.“Abyss Squadron, this is Jinx-Four, I’m in the tube and ready to launch,” Reeves said,
grabbing the controls and flexing his fingers.“Ready to launch on your order, Commander,”
replied Captain Rush.“Negative, Captain, this is your squadron, I’m just along for the ride,”
Reeves replied. He could have adopted the position of squadron leader, but he’d taken enough
liberties as it was, simply by sitting in the cockpit.“Affirmative, sir,” Rush replied, his voice
becoming sterner and more businesslike. “Abyss Squadron, launch on my mark.”Reeves let out
a long, slow breath and hovered his thumb over the launch initiator. His buttocks had clenched
up and become firmer than Jesse Rush’s voice.“Launch!”Reeves hit the initiator and was
propelled along the launch tube like a torpedo, bursting out into space moments later. The kick
of acceleration was exhilarating and Reeves felt adrenalin flood throughout his body, like a
powerful narcotic. The rush of fighter combat was just as addictive.“Jinx Two and Three, you take
the shuttles,” Captain Rush called out over the comm link. The two eager young ensigns
responded at once, and Reeves saw them peel off and accelerate hard toward the smaller rebel
ships. “Commander, you’re with me,” Rush continued. “We’ve got the freighters.”“You got it,
Captain,” replied Reeves, maneuvering the nimble fighter to form up on his CAG’s wing.Plasma
blasts immediately began to race at them from the gun turrets mounted to the light-freighters.
The shots were wild and erratic, and Reeves could sense that the rebel pilots were already
panicking. Yet, being Quarr, he also knew they wouldn’t back down.“I have a lock, firing
torpedoes,” Rush said over the comm-link.Reeves saw the torpedoes drop from the pylons
beneath Jinx-One’s wings and race toward the first armed freighter. With no point-defense
cannons to protect itself, the modified commercial ship was struck cleanly. Its shields buckled
and Reeves could see that the vessel had taken heavy damage. Reeves turned away from the
stricken ship, sticking to Rush’s wing and watching as the freighter listed out of control, crippled
and on fire.“Commander, you take freighter two, I’ll handle the last one,” Rush said, breaking
formation and going after another of the armed rebel ships.“Roger that,” Reeves replied, grateful
for a chance to get into the action.Turning his Jinx fighter toward the second rebel freighter,
Reeves saw ‘Tank’ and ‘Sparks’ to his left. The jocular combat pilots had already disabled or
destroyed three of the five modified transport shuttles. Smiling, Reeves turned his attention back
to the freighter, buoyed that his new fighter squadron was performing so well.“I’m locked onto
freighter two and beginning my attack,” Reeves said, matching the enemy ship’s turn as the rebel
maneuvered to make another attack run on the station.Leading the target, Reeves squeezed the
trigger and raked plasma blasts across the dorsal shields of the freighter. Micro explosions
popped off all across the rebel ship’s hull, and Reeves saw on his scanner readout that the ship
was venting atmosphere. He hoped the Quarr rebel would take the hint and bug out, but



predictably the vessel continued its attack, thumping blasts into Concord’s shields.“Damned
stubborn bastards,” he muttered.Reeves maneuvered his fighter for another attack and
squeezed the triggers. This time the blasts punctured what remained of the rebel freighter’s
shields and tore through its hull like bb-gun pellets through aluminum-foil. The rebel ship
exploded, and Reeves pulled up to avoid flying through the debris.“Freighter two is destroyed,”
Reeves called out over the comm-link, while swinging back around to cover his wingman.
However, Rush had already made short-work of the remaining rebel light freighter, which was
burning in space a couple of hundred meters from the station.“Jinx-Four, take evasive action,
now, now, now!” Rush called out over the comm.Reeves felt his heart leapt into his throat.
Slamming the thruster pedal to the deck, he turned and burned, but it was already too late. A
crippled rebel shuttle flashed past him like a burning comet and he felt a hard jolt, like being
rammed in a dodgem at a fairground. Alarms wailed and the space outside his cockpit became a
chaotic blur of spinning stars. He gritted his teeth and tried to focus on his instruments, but the
spin was causing him to become dizzy and nauseous. Suddenly, his training and pilot’s instincts
kicked in. Wrestling with the controls like he was fighting to navigate a yacht through a storm, he
continued to pulse the thrusters until he finally regained control.“Jinx-Four, respond,” Captain
Rush called out over the comm link. “Commander, what is your status?”“I’m okay, Captain,”
Reeves replied before blowing out his cheeks and silencing the alarm. Glancing over his right
shoulder, he saw that a section of his wing had been smashed off. “Though I’m going to need
more than a hammer to knock out these dings.”“Understood, sir, that was a close one,” Rush
called back. “The remaining rebels have all been destroyed. We’re clear.”“Copy that, Captain,”
Reeves replied, while testing his controls. Despite its wounds, the Jinx-class fighter was still
responding to his inputs, albeit a little sluggishly. “I’m going to do a quick flyby of the station to
check for damage.”Reeves’ eyes were drawn to the station. The rebel shuttle that had almost
smashed through him like a wrecking ball had collided with the station and penetrated
Concord’s defensive barrier. He could see sparks and flames flickering across a small section of
the hull above the business district, where the offices of the more salubrious organizations that
used Concord as a tax haven were located.“CIC, this is Commander Reeves, I’m sending you
images of the crash site now,” he called out, maneuvering his damaged fighter closer to the
station to get a better look. “How does it look from your end, Major?”“It’s just a scratch, sir,” Kane
called back. She sounded calm and that was enough to set Reeves’ mind at ease. “Though I’ve
already had sixteen messages from the business district demanding an update and an
explanation.”Reeves snorted and shook his head. “Tell them I’ll get back to them presently,” he
replied.Reeves was tempted to delegate the unenviable task of dealing with the haughty
executives of the business district to his XO, but he’d already pissed her off enough for one day.
Suddenly, a muted alert sounded inside Reeves’ cockpit and he frowned at his instruments,
looking for the cause.“We’ve got a surge warning,” said Major Kane, beating Reeves to the
analysis. “From the energy signature, it looks like a mid-sized ship that’s forming its own aperture
close to the station.”“How close?” asked Reeves, feeling his pulse quicken again.Before Kane



had a chance to respond, a blinding flash of light forced Reeves to shield his eyes. Then his Jinx-
class fighter started to shake as the spatial distortion from the surge washed over the ship,
buffeting it like a dingy in a rough sea. Lights lit up on his damage control board and Reeves saw
that his fighter was losing power.“What the hell was that?” he muttered, as his console registered
another, much more strident alert. Then he realized why. A Quarr Empire War Frigate was
hanging in space, barely a hundred meters away.“Commander, that’s a military ship,” Kane
called over the comm-link. “Its gun ports are open and it looks like it means business.”“Lock
weapons onto that frigate, but hold for my order,” Reeves called back, quickly punching in a
sequence of commands and opening a channel to the Quarr vessel. “Throw as much power as
you can into the shields around zone four. Steal what you need from anywhere other than around
the CIC and the Star Heart.”“Understood, sir, I’m on it,” Kane called back.Kane sounded calm
and in control, but Reeves still felt uncomfortable and more than a little guilty for not being on the
CIC himself.“Quarr War Frigate, this is Commander Dalton Reeves of Concord Station,” he
began, hoping his voice didn’t sound as shaky as he felt. “Power down your weapons and depart
this sector at once. That is a direct order. Failure to comply will be met with deadly force.”There
was a tense delay before the reply from the Quarr military vessel came back.“Commander, you
are harboring the leader of our enemy in a time of war,” the stiff, regimental voice of the Quarr
Captain came back. “Concord Station is a legitimate target.”“Negative, Captain, your
government has already assured me that they will honor Concord’s neutrality,” Reeves replied,
feeling his heart thump so hard in his chest that it hurt.“I no longer represent the Quarr Empire,”
the voice came back. “I do this because it has to be done.”The comm-link went dead and
Reeves cursed. Switching back to the CIC channel, he made another difficult decision.“Major
Kane, the Quarr War Frigate is with the rebels,” Reeves called out, his voice sounding
breathless. “You are authorized to engage and destroy it at once.”“The proximity of the surge
scrambled our systems,” Kane replied, sounding less calm than she had been moments ago.
“Curio and Raspe are on it, but we’ll need another thirty seconds before the targeting computer
is back online.”Reeves thumped his console. He used to be indifferent to Bastion’s refusal to use
AI technology in their computer systems, but after having spent time with Ambassador One and
the sentient computer in control of the Invictus, he sorely missed having the same computing
power on Concord.“Abyss Squadron, I’m losing power so it’s down to you,” Reeves called out
over the squadron frequency. “Take out that Quarr Frigate with maximum prejudice!”“Roger that,
Commander, maneuvering to attack now,” Captain Rush replied.Reeves saw the rest of the
squadron form up for their attack run, but he knew that even three Jinx-class Heavy Fighters
wouldn’t be able to subdue a Quarr War Frigate before it had a chance to fire. Grabbing his
controls, he wrestled his damaged fighter toward the frigate, but he was losing maneuverability
with each passing second. Then the frigate’s guns flashed and the station was hammered at
close range. Reeves was again forced to squint as Concord’s shields gleamed brightly,
absorbing the energy from the assault. The glare died down and he could see that the defense
systems had kept out the first attack, but he doubted it would repel a second.“Captain, hurry, the



station won’t withstand another assault like that,” Reeves called out, feeling frustrated and
useless.Plasma flashed at the Quarr War Frigate from multiple directions and the rebel ship’s
shields took a pounding. Reeves could see that some shots had snuck through, but it wasn’t
enough. The frigate was ready to fire again.Suddenly, an intense, needle-like beam of energy
pierced the blackness surrounding the Quarr Frigate, coring a hole through the center of the
vessel as easily as driving a stake into soft ground. Moments later, the war frigate exploded,
sending burning debris in all directions.“Good shot, Major, that was literally a last-second save,”
Reeves called, backing away from the destroyed frigate to stay clear of the debris.“That wasn’t
us,” Kane replied, her tone darker and even more mysterious than his enigmatic Skemm officer,
Stas Rosca.“Then who was it?” Reeves asked.However, the answer quickly presented itself. A
Sa’Nerran Battlecruiser soared over the station, imperious and deadly, before turning and
burning hard for the perimeter of Concord space.“The Imperator’s ship is heading back to its
previous mooring coordinates, sir,” Kane said, answering the question Reeves was about to ask.
“The damned thing came in so quickly we barely even noticed it.”Reeves blew out another sigh.
“Well, this time, it’s a good thing it did,” he said, monitoring the battlecruiser on his scanners.
Then his eyes turned to the hulks of burning debris in front of him, which was all that now
remained of the rebel Quarr War Frigate, “But we need to get this station’s weapons and
defensive systems up to scratch quickly. Because if a Quarr military officer is willing to break
ranks with his government, then heaven help us when this war spreads to the Bukkan and the
Skemm.”“I hear you, Commander,” Kane replied, broodingly. “But you’d better get back here,
Dalton, you’re going to have a visitor.”“Is it Santa Claus?” Reeves asked. “Because I could do
with some good news.”“Last time I checked, Commodore Alexa Jana didn’t have a white beard,”
Kane replied.“Jana is coming here?” Reeves asked. Out of all the people he expected might visit
him, his old Bastion Navy commanding officer was near the bottom of the list.“She just
messaged to say she’ll be here in a few hours,” Kane replied. “Should I be worried?”Reeves
opened his eyes wide and shrugged. “Honestly, Katee, I don’t have a clue.”CHAPTER 2THE
CALM BEFORE“My apologies for being tardy, Commander,” said Sergeant Axia Calera, who
was the last of Reeves’ senior staff to arrive in his ready room. “There was a public disturbance
in the Long Market. A few of the Quarr merchants were targeted by trouble-makers, protesting
the rebel attack on the station.”“That’s okay, Sergeant, I know you’ve got a lot on your plate,”
Reeves replied, noting that Calera’s security enforcer uniform bore the tell-tale scuffs and marks
from a recent scuffle. “What’s the situation like down there?”The Quarr security chief reflected on
the question for a moment before replying. “It is… tense, Commander,” Calera finally replied,
more than a little guardedly.“Unfortunately, it is my assessment the situation will soon worsen,”
Lieutenant Harpax Curio cut in. “If I may, Commander, I believe we need to make it clear to all
residents that galactic politics have no place on Concord Station. If people want to live here, they
have to accept we’re a multi-species society.”“Sounds like we need a PR officer,” quipped Kane,
flashing her eyes at the young Eyrhu lieutenant.“Are you volunteering, Major?” Reeves replied,
shooting his XO a suitably sarcastic eyebrow raise.“I’m not sure we need the sort of publicity that



I’d generate, Commander,” Kane replied, still smirking.“I would be happy to accept the duty,
Commander,” Curio said, surprising Reeves and Kane with his sudden eagerness to volunteer. “I
can work up a communications strategy that will educate and inform the station’s population,
and encourage a community spirit.” Lieutenant Curio then spent a moment deep in thought
before adding, “we could use the slogan, ‘Concord Station, a realm of unity’.”Curio waved his
hand through the air as he said this, as if imagining the slogan lit up in neon lights on the hull of
the station. Kane immediately snorted a laugh, but Reeves shot her a dirty look and his XO bit
her tongue and shrunk into her chair a little.“Anything you can do to help is appreciated,
Lieutenant,” Reeves said, taking a more encouraging tone than his snippy executive officer had
done. “Clear it through me first, though.”“Of course, Commander, thank you,” replied Curio,
brightly. Reeves could see that his operations officer was already fizzing with
excitement.“Publicity aside, we still need to prepare for a worsening situation on the station,”
Reeves went on, turning to the primary reason he had gathered his officers together.Tapping the
control panel built into the conference table, Reeves enabled a holo viewer and brought up a
simplified galactic map of the six realms, including the current extent of known Shadow
Space.“Our intelligence is limited, but from what I’ve managed to squeeze out of a very tight-
lipped Ambassador Vedrix, combined with information from Sergeant Calera’s contacts back in
the Empire, it’s looking very bad for the Quarr.”Reeves zoomed in the holo to focus on the region
of Quarr Kingdom space, while also highlighting a number of key worlds close to the conduit of
Shadow Space.“We now believe another seven colony worlds have fallen to the Sa’Nerra,”
Reeves continued, to a sea of glum faces in the room. “At their current rate of progress, Quarr
could fall within a matter of months.”Reeves glanced at Sergeant Calera as he said this, wary
that the proud former soldier might object to the suggestion her Empire was on the brink of
collapse, but the Quarr Security Chief was stony-faced and silent. This, more than any
intelligence he’d received, told him that his assessment was correct.“I’m hoping to get some
more concrete information from Commodore Jana when she arrives, but what we do know for
sure is that rebel activity is increasing across all six realms.” Reeves added. He then nodded to
Lieutenant Stas Rosca, who stood up to continue the briefing.“Our long-range scans have
detected a build-up of Sa’Nerran warships on the edge of Concord Sector, which is the small
region of neutral space that surrounds this space station,” Lieutenant Rosca began.As usual, the
Skemm officer had managed to make this news seem far more sinister and unsettling that it
actually was. Tapping the controls in front of his seat, Rosca highlighted Concord Sector and
pinpointed the locations of the Sa’Nerran warships.“The Sa’Nerran forces are concentrated
primarily on Concord’s border with Quarr space, in order to prevent further rebel ships from
entering this region and attacking the station,” Rosca continued, zooming in on the area in
question.“Can’t the Rebels just surge past the Sa’Nerran blockade?” Kane wondered, scowling
at the image. “What use are their warships all the way out on the border?”“Lieutenant Curio
believes that the Sa’Nerra have developed a type of surge field disruption technology,” Rosca
replied. The Skemm officer slowly extended a hand to Curio, inviting him to speak. The gesture



was theatrical, like a warlock casting a spell, and Reeves found himself hypnotized by it.“Using a
technique that I developed, I interrogated one of the border probes that encircle this region of
neutral space,” Curio began, choosing to stand up, like he was addressing a school assembly.
“Amongst the data that I expertly analyzed, I discovered a high level of surge field energy, in a
configuration not previously known to science. It was quite an exciting discovery, and one that I
intend to publish a paper on in due course.”“I’m sure it was thrilling, Lieutenant, but how about
you spare us the fine details and get to the point?” Reeves cut in, eager to hurry his operations
officer along. “What’s the bottom line?”“The Sa’Nerran ships have created what I call a ‘surge
negation net’,” Curio replied, looking slightly affronted that his address had been cut short. “The
technology is more advanced than anything I have previously seen, but in simple terms, the net
destabilizes surge fields, preventing ships from passing through the surge dimension.”“But
surely a ship could just open an aperture at some point well away from those ships and leapfrog
over them?” Kane said. “Once you’re already travelling through the surge dimension, this net of
theirs is useless.”“As I’m sure you know, Major, the mechanics of trans-dimensional travel require
that the entry and exit apertures be linked through the surge plane,” Curio replied.Reeves
watched Kane’s reaction closely. The Eyrhu operations officer had taken a dangerously
condescending tone with his XO, and he wanted to make sure she wasn’t about to spring up and
pop Curio on his stubby, hooked nose. Mercifully, while Kane was giving the Eyrhu officer a look
like thunder, she had remained in her seat.“The surge field then forms between the entry and
exit points,” Curio continued, oblivious to the fires he was stoking in Kane’s belly. “If this field is
disrupted at any point along the direction of travel, the ship will be forced out of the surge
dimension and back into normal space.”“So how big is this surge negation net of theirs?” Reeves
asked, hurrying Curio along, and also preventing Kane from coming back with a snarky
retort.“Each ship adds to the size of the net, allowing it to spread wider,” Curio replied, clearly
enjoying imparting his knowledge to the others. “Currently, the Sa’Nerra have enough ships to
cut off a direct surge path from Quarr Space to Concord Station. Any ship that passes through
the net will drop out of the surge dimension at the edge of neutral space.”“And be picked off by
the Sa’Nerran ships lurking outside our perimeter of authority, no doubt,” added Kane. She then
shrugged, apathetically. “To be honest, I don’t think we should be complaining. If it keeps those
rebels away from Concord, the Sa’Nerra are actually doing us a favor.”Reeves nodded. “For all
the problems those leather-faced bastards have caused us, having the Sa’Nerran Imperator
based on Concord actually makes this one of the safest spots in the galaxy,” he said, recognizing
the irony. “But it’s not just Quarr rebels we have to look out for.”Reeves took control of the holo
image and widened the field of view to include the borders with the Bastion Federation, Bukkan
Kingdom and Skemm Confederacy too.“We’ve received fragmented reports from several other
realms that insurgent forces are gaining in number,” Reeves continued “As such, we need to
ramp up security, both on and off the station.”Reeves then looked at Sergeant Calera, who
needed no further prompting to pick up the briefing and cover off the matters relating to station
security.“I have increased security patrols at all key sections of the station, focusing on transit



terminals and the immigration terminal,” Sergeant Calera said, standing tall with her hands
pressed to the small of her back. “We are also working to develop an informant network, and I
have recruited a number of undercover agents to infiltrate Mid Town and look for suspicious
gatherings or other indications that rebel groups are organizing on the station.”“What about the
Slum?” Kane asked. “If we’re looking for the disenfranchised then there are thousands of them
down in the gutters of Zone Two.”“I have an idea about that,” Reeves cut in before Calera could
answer. “But I’ll speak to you and Sergeant Calera about it separately.”From their reactions,
Reeves could tell that his statement had intrigued both Kane and Calera in equal measure, but
neither pushed Reeves to elaborate. He then turned to his CAG, causing Captain Jesse Rush to
straighten to attention in his chair.“How are we looking for pilots and fighters, Captain?” Reeves
asked.“I’ve already scheduled extra training, both in sims and in the cockpit,” Rush answered,
smartly. “I’ve got a few new rookies coming through too. They’re as green as De’Vaught leaf cake
right now, but give me a few weeks to polish ‘em up and I'll have enough stick jockeys to
maintain an effective combat air patrol around the station.”“Good work Captain, but until we have
a full fighter unit, we can’t rely on taking the rebels out ship-to-ship,” replied Reeves. He turned
his expectant eyes to Lieutenant Curio, which appeared to make the twitchy Eyrhu look deeply
uncomfortable. “What’s the status of the upgrades to our targeting systems, Lieutenant?”“I have
modified our targeting program with code I devised myself, and it has increased accuracy by
forty-three percent,” Curio began, as usual not missing an opportunity to remind everyone how
brilliant he was. “I believe Chief Raspe can fill us in on the hardware modifications.”Reeves had
forgotten his chief engineer was even in the room, which was a feat in itself considering the
massive bulk of the man. However, Raspe had tucked himself away out of Reeves’ line of sight,
and now that he was specifically looking at the Bukkan engineer, it was clear that Raspe was
asleep.“Chief Raspe?” Reeves said, raising an eyebrow at the engineer.Raspe’s eyes remained
shut and the man continued to snore softly. Kane then booted the base of the Bukkan’s chair
and the enormous engineer woke with a start and almost toppled over backwards.“Alright,
alright, I’m leaving!” babbled Raspe, before realizing where he was. “Oh, sorry Commander, I
was just…”“Sleeping…” Reeves added, before Raspe could invent a lie. “Which you’re free to do
in your quarters as soon as you’re off duty,” he added, raising an eyebrow at the Bukkan. “Until
then, how about you update us on the status of the upgrades to the defense platform?”“Sorry
guv’, I can ‘ardly keep my peepers open at the moment,” Raspe said, rubbing his eyes with his
massive, hairy hands. “I was workin’ on the upgrades all last night, and only got ‘bout an hour’s
kip before gettin’ buzzed to come ‘ere.”The engineer then yawned, which looked and sounded
more like a lion roaring. The odor of fast-food and strong beer wafted across the room like a toxic
cloud, causing Kane to scrunch up her nose in disgust.“After I finished, I snuck in a couple of
chili dogs and a few cold ones in Harry’s Bar, and must’ve nodded off in the booth,” Raspe went
on, speaking with a breezy nonchalance that was hard not to find endearing. “He don’t like me
sleeping in the booths, ya see. Harry, I mean. Anyways, I must ‘ave forgot where I was for a
minute and thought I was still there when you woke me.”“The upgrades, Chief?” Reeves said,



trying to jog the sleepy Bukkan’s memory.“Right, upgrades,” Raspe replied, clicking his fingers.
“Yeah, they’re done, boss. Had to pull some lads an’ lasses in for a bunch of overtime, but you
could hit a Red-crested Zonkey two kliks away with those cannons now.”“What the hell is a red-
crested Zonkey?” said Kane, her expression a mixture of bafflement and amusement.“It’s a bit
like one of yer Bastion turkeys, I s’pose, but yay big,” Raspe said, holding his hands about a half
meter apart. “They’re pretty tasty, ‘specially the feet if ya deep fry ‘em in Moochie fat.”Kane
opened her mouth, no doubt to enquire what Moochie fat was, but Reeves was quick to cut her
off. He had no desire to hear more about Chief Raspe’s unusual eating habits.“Good work, Chief,
now get some sleep, preferably in your quarters, rather than in the booth of some Night Sector
eatery or other,” Reeves said.“You got it, guv’,” Raspe said, pushing himself out of the chair,
which groaned under the man’s immense weight.“After I’ve concluded the briefing, Chief,”
Reeves added, shooting the engineer a stern look.The Bukkan’s eyes grew wide with
embarrassment then the man quickly lowered himself back into the seat. The chair groaned
again, then an elongated, low-pitched squeal wafted across the ready room, like the sound of a
whoopie cushion being slowly deflated.“Sorry ‘bout that,” Raspe said, as the stench of the
gaseous discharge hit Reeves like a smelling salt shoved under his nose. “Those chili dogs don’t
‘alf give me wind.”“I think this an appropriate moment to call the meeting to a close,” said
Reeves, struggling to force the words out. The air in the ready room was now stinging his eyes.
“Return to your posts, and stay alert. This place is a tinderbox and it could go up at any
moment.”There was a sudden screech of chairs and Reeves watched the senior staff of Concord
Station all rush for the door at once in order to escape the foul atmosphere. Kane, however,
remained in her seat, tunic pulled up over her face and nose like a bandit. Barely fifteen seconds
later and everyone had squeezed through the door, including Chief Raspe – in his case literally,
due to his sizable girth – and the door had closed again.“Don’t worry, the air recycler has made
the air breathable again,” Reeves said, smiling at his XO, who was still hiding inside her tunic.“I
think we need to send Raspe for a full medical checkup,” Kane said, popping her head out like a
turtle emerging from its shell. “Either that, or send him to the Sa’Nerran embassy under the guise
of a biological weapon.”“Have you smelled a Sa’Nerran recently?” Reeves hit back, smiling.
“Raspe smells like a rose garden compared to those foul bastards.”Reeves’ buzz then vibrated
and he tapped his palm to find that he’d received a message from Commodore Jana.“The
Commodore’s ship has just docked,” Reeves said, skimming through the contents of the
message to pick out the important parts. “She has some business with Ambassador One, but
suggests we meet her in the Long Market afterwards.”“Sounds great, we can combine the
meeting with lunch,” said Kane, springing to her feet.“Good idea, but let’s avoid Harry’s Bar,
okay?” replied Reeves. He could still practically taste Raspe’s fart on his tongue.“Fine, but it’s
your loss,” Kane replied, shrugging. “Those chili dogs are actually pretty amazing.”“Remind me
never to have you as my back seat crewmember in a Jinx fighter,” Reeves said, using the control
panel in the desk to open the ready room door. Despite the efforts of the recycler, he had to
admit that the air in the CIC smelled noticeably fresher.“I don’t need to fly with you in order to



have your back, Dalton,” Kane said, inviting Reeves to head out first.“I know that, Katee, but
we’re all going to have to watch each other’s back from here on in,” Reeves replied, slipping
through the door. “Because I have a feeling this is just the calm before the storm.”CHAPTER
3SECRETS AND EYRHU COFFEEReeves and Kane conducted Commodore Alexa Jana
through the bustling streets of the Long Market, shadowed by two elite Bastion Navy
Commandos from Jana’s cruiser. Reeves was used to being given a wide berth whilst walking
the streets outside zone six, thanks to the fearsome reputation he’d acquired since taking
command. However, with the addition of Jana’s armed and armored commandos in tow, they
were parting the crowds as easily as a leaf blower clearing a sidewalk of dead autumn
foliage.“I’ve been hearing good things about Concord since you took over, Dalton,” Jana said,
strolling ahead with her hands pressed to the small of her back. “It seems that you’ve managed
to tame the beast, so to speak.”Reeves smiled. Even though Jana was no longer his
commanding officer, it was heartening to hear her compliment his performance. It was not
something that had happened all that often, he was ashamed to admit.“There’s still a lot to do,
but we’re making good progress,” Reeves said, careful not to sound boastful. “I’m actually
growing to quite like the place.”“Command suits you,” Jana replied, as Reeves watched Kane
skip ahead and stop outside a Bukkan fast-food stall. “The responsibility and challenge of this
role has unlocked your potential.”“My potential for causing trouble, you mean,” Reeves quipped,
shooting his former commander a wry smile.“You always were a maverick, Dalton,” Jana replied,
returning Reeves’ sardonic smile. “The difference is that if you make a mess here, it’s down to
you to clear it up.”“Rather than you, you mean?” Reeves said, taking the hint.“I’m being serious,
Dalton,” Jana continued.Reeves recognized the switch in tone immediately. It was the same
voice the commodore used whenever she called him to her office for a ‘meeting without coffee’,
as they were known to the officers that had the misfortune to experience them. If there was a pot
of coffee waiting on Jana’s desk, he was in the clear. If there was not, then he was the one about
to get a roasting, rather than the coffee beans.“I know you are, Commodore, it’s just difficult to
break the habit of being a wise-ass,” Reeves said, understanding why he was struggling to
accept Jana’s praise. “To be honest, seeing you here has put me on edge a little. It reminded me
of what I was.”“What you were, Dalton, is the same as what you are now,” Jana continued,
maintaining her stern tone. “You’re someone who gets shit done. And outside of the tight
restrictions of the Bastion military hierarchy, it’s clear just how capable you are.”Reeves nodded.
“Thank you, Commodore, that means a lot coming from you, genuinely.”Reeves didn’t know why
he found it so hard to accept praise, especially from Alexa Jana. However, this time he forced
himself to take the compliment without responding with a wise-crack or flippant comment.Jana
waited while Major Kane proceeded to order something from the Bukkan fast-food stall she’d run
ahead to. Jana’s commandos took up positions around the kiosk, eagerly watching the
surroundings through lowered visors that hid their faces and made them look doubly
menacing.“Have you tried these, Commodore?” said Kane, returning from the Bukkan stall with
three wooden skewers of burned-looking meat that was dripping with fat.“Ah Bukkan grill-sticks,”



said Jana, gladly taking one of the skewers from Kane. “There’s a Bukkan restaurant in Bastion
City, but it never quite gets them right. It’s the oils and the spices, you see. You can’t import the
real deal.”“Why not?” asked Reeves, cautiously taking one of the skewers from his XO while
trying not to get the grease on his uniform.“They’re illegal,” said Kane, casually taking a bite of
the meat on the end of the skewer.“Again, why?” said Reeves, growing more dubious of the
Bukkan street food by the second.“Oh, just the usual administrative nonsense to do with food
imports, nothing major,” Kane said, taking another bite. “The traditional Bukkan method involves
reusing fat that’s been passed down from generation to generation. It’s the combination of
different meats and spices, plus the blood, sweat and tears of each generation of chef, that
makes it so good.”“Blood, sweat and tears?” Reeves said, raising an eyebrow at his XO.“Not
literally, of course,” Kane replied. She then appeared to reconsider her response and shrugged.
“Well, probably a little sweat, but it all adds to the flavor.”Reeves scowled at his XO then glanced
across to the food stall and wished he hadn’t. The gigantic Bukkan chef was surrounded by
flaming grills, which were making the man sweat like he was in a sauna. Each time the Bukkan
leaned over one of the grills to turn the skewers, huge droplets of perspiration rained down off
his brow and chin. Reeves grimaced and was about to hand back the skewer to Kane when he
noticed that Commodore Jana was also tucking into the dubious delicacy, utilizing the same
technique as Kane in order to prevent grease from dripping onto her uniform. Reeves let out a
sigh. He knew he was only doing it to save face, but if he didn’t even try the skewer, he’d never
hear the last of it from Kane or Jana. Tentatively drawing the grill-stick to his mouth, Reeves tried
to mimic Kane’s technique, though it was soon apparent that he lacked the skill of his two
companions.“Don’t worry, that happens,” said Kane, leaping toward Reeves with a tissue to
catch the dribble of grease that was about to drop off his chin and land on his tunic. “You’ll get
used to it.”“It’s actually pretty good,” said Reeves, surprised by the tenderness of the meat and
the bold, spicy flavor of the marinade. He then tried to wipe the remaining grease from his chin
with his hand, but the substance had already seeped into his skin. “Though how the hell do you
get this stuff off?” he added, growing frustrated with his inability to remove the slimy smear.“It’ll
come off eventually,” said Jana, casually finishing her skewer. Like Kane, neither of them had
gotten the oily marinade on their faces or clothes. “The best thing to do is wash these down with
a strong Quarr ale. The froth from the ale strips the grease off your skin pretty
effectively.”“Unfortunately, I’m on duty, so I’ll have to pass,” replied Reeves.“Probably a good
thing, after what happened the last time we drank ale in a Quarr tavern,” Kane quipped, flashing
her eyes at Reeves.“That was a simple misunderstanding, and nothing to do with the ale,”
Reeves lied, though a quick look at Commodore Jana told him she wasn’t buying his
excuse.“How come I’ve not heard this story before?” asked Jana, smiling more broadly.“There’s
nothing to tell, isn’t that right, Major?” Reeves said, trying to urge his XO to remain silent.“I
wouldn’t call propositioning the tavern owner’s daughter, ‘nothing’,” Kane said, relishing every
moment of the torture she was inflicting on her friend and commanding officer.“I was just trying
to book us a couple of rooms for the night, and my Quarr was a little rusty, that’s all,” Reeves hit



back, noticing that Jana’s eyes had grown wide with surprise. “How was I supposed to know I
was asking her for a… you know…?” Reeves added, stumbling over his words.“A fumble
between the sheets?” Kane said, going for the jugular.Jana laughed out loud, causing her two
commandos to suddenly spin around, mistaking her hollering for distress.“Anyway, I’m sure the
commodore didn’t come here to listen to stories about our nights out,” Reeves said, scowling at
Kane while she continued to revel in her victory.“That’s true, Commander,” Jana replied,
appearing more somber.The commodore then took a long look around the Long Market and
finally fixed her gaze on a bar on the corner of the street. There were deep alcoves outside,
engineered to look like old wine cellar vaults. Reeves knew they were often used for furtive
purposes, such as minor narcotics transactions, illicit liaisons and conversations people didn’t
want to be overheard.“Let’s head over there and talk for a moment,” Jana continued, pointing to
the alcoves. “Maybe we can grab a drink there too. I hear the Eyrhu coffee is pretty good in the
bars in the Long Market.”“It’s also fiendishly expensive,” replied Reeves, though he had to admit
the idea of an authentic Eyrhu coffee sounded like just what he needed, especially if the
Commodore was picking up the tab.Commodore Jana led the group into one of the private
alcoves and ordered a round of Eyrhu coffees using the menu panel built into the curved wall.
She then shuffled inside the alcove and sat down on the bench at the deepest part of the booth.
Reeves sat at the edge closest to the street, so he was still able to get a clear view of the market
and the people milling around outside.“A little jumpy, aren’t we?” asked Commodore Jana.Unlike
Reeves, Jana appeared perfectly relaxed, which he guessed was because of her personal
bodyguards, who were standing as sentries outside the vaulted alcove.“Let’s just say the
Sa’Nerra aren’t the only people on this station who want me dead,” Reeves said, channeling
some of Lieutenant Rosca’s mystery.“Does it have something to do with the secret warship you
recovered from Thrace Colony?” asked Jana.Reeves smiled. His former CO had attempted
nonchalance, but he knew her too well. The Invictus was clearly one of the reasons for her
visit.“I’m sure I don’t know what you’re talking about, Commodore,” Reeves replied, with the
same casual air.In the past, it wouldn’t have been possible for Reeves to keep anything from
Jana, but now he was playing the same cloak and dagger game of secrets and intrigue as every
other non-Federation faction in the galaxy.“Is it true that it’s the Invictus?” Jana asked,
undeterred by Reeves’ denial.Reeves realized that the look on his face at that moment must
have given the game away, because Jana simply smiled and relaxed further, looking content
with the answer he’d unwittingly given.“We have some stealthed recon probes in the Thrace
system, before you ask,” Jana went on, as a Skemm waiter brought their coffees to the table,
looking anxiously over his shoulder at the two-armed guards as he did so.“Isn’t that illegal,
considering it’s technically a non-aligned Separatist world?” Kane asked, while dumping three
packets of sugar into her coffee.“Yes, it is,” Jana replied, coolly. The Commodore then fixed her
eyes on Reeves again. “So, it’s true? You’ve recovered the Invictus?”Reeves nodded, realizing
there really wasn’t any point in trying to deny it. Besides, he knew that if he could give Jana
something, then she might do him a favor in return.“Ambassador One helped the Major and I



with the location, and we took a little field trip to Thrace Colony to get it,” Reeves said, stirring
creamer into the jet-black Eyrhu coffee, which smelled delicious.“We’ve been trying to get that
damned robot to give us its location for years,” Jana said, a twinkle in her eye. “The tech on that
ship is centuries more advanced that anything in the six realms, and anything the Sa’Nerra has
too from what we’ve seen.”“You’re not having it, if that’s why you’re here,” Reeves said, quick to
head off any suggestion that the unique, sentient vessel was on the table.“So what the hell are
you going to do with a ship like that?” Jana hit back. Reeves’ instant knockback appeared to
have rubbed the Commodore up the wrong way. “You’re in command of an immobile space
station, not a war fleet.”“Let’s just say I have my own plans for dealing with the Sa’Nerra, and
leave it at that for now,” replied Reeves.There were some things he was happy to let Jana know,
but he was no longer a member of the Bastion Federal Navy, and his business was his own.
Commodore Jana regarded Reeves for a few seconds then shrugged and picked up her
coffee.“Fine, keep your secrets, Commander,” she said, taking a sip of the exquisite, and
expensive, alien brew. “Just remember we’re on your side, whether you’re still a member of the
Navy or not. This war is getting ugly fast.”“What is the current situation in the Quarr Realm?”
asked Kane.Reeves was glad that his XO had managed to divert the subject to something other
than their off-station escapades. He sat back, drinking his coffee and waiting for Jana to reveal
whatever she was willing and authorized to discuss.“It’s not good,” Commodore Jana replied.
She then removed a holo disc from the breast pocket of her tunic and tossed it into the center of
the table. “This is some footage we managed to capture from recon probes and from our own
assets inside Quarr space.”Jana pressed her forefinger to the top of the device and the disc
projected an image in front of them. Reeves noticed that the projection was only visible to those
sitting in a very narrow angle, directly in front of the device, and he had to adjust his position to
see it.“The Sa’Nerra just slip in and out of Shadow Space and strike without warning,” Jana
continued, as Reeves and Kane watched the footage with furrowed brows. “Since the Sa’Nerra
declared war, those dark tendrils have spread throughout the Quarr realm like bronchioles in a
lung. It’s impossible for the Quarr military to coordinate a defense, since the Sa’Nerra can strike
almost anywhere, at any time, and with numbers the Quarr simply can’t match.”
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Lcashless 1., “Great action, needs a little bit more character development, as well as some red
shirts.. This book is full of fast paced action space battles and has some similarity to Babylon 5
yes of course it does and if you like Babylon 5 you will like this book. What it doesn’t have is
more character development dealing with the two main protagonist Dalton Reeves and major
Kincaid.We as readers still do not understand her motivations for being in the position she’s in. I
don’t know if the authors are plotters or pantsers but knowing that this is a six book set I guess
their plotters as well as the writing is concerned they need some red shirts as well and I don’t
mean the main crew. They’re plenty of twist and turns to keep the story interesting. As I’ve said
before if you haven’t read the previous series read it, you don’t have to but it’s a good bridge to
this one. Eagerly awaiting the next book.The previous series is Omega task force it is also very
well done.”

Ron, “Great story. Really enjoyed reading this book in this great series of books .Another
installment in this great series of books .”

Ron Robson, “What an excellent read!. This book was exciting and intriguing. It had many twists
and turns which added to the excitement. The characters remain strong and the story has more
depth than before. Once I started reading it I could not put it down. I have already pre ordered
the next book.”
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